The Sovereign Lord is such a mighty and powerful God who created all the universe and the galaxies. Within that might and majesty emerges unconditional love for mankind (Job 36:5). The Lord loved the church so much that He gave Jesus the darling of heaven to die for her on the Cross. This marked the commencement of the blueprint of man’s salvation and redemption. God Most High is fond of man to the extent that by His own authority, He vowed that never would He do anything on earth without forewarning man. That was the window for repentance through which mankind can be restored into the Kingdom of God. Sometimes the Lord will speak about an impending event once, or more than once depending on its gravity. We are reminded here of when the Lord once Spoke to the King of Egypt twice in dreams, owing to the fact that heaven had decided that, that event would indeed take place, and very soon. Central to the proper understanding of God’s love is the comprehension of His will and purpose for the church. And among all spiritual...
I saw the mighty GLORY OF THE thick dark sky, then all of a sudden heaven that now stood open into the sky. In continuing to observe the heaven and cross over into the dark sky, I saw the GLORY OF THE HEAVEN OPENED at 5:38am that GOD ALMIGHTY showed me context that on May 3rd, 2007, at the heavenly calendar. It is in this very walk and keeping her in darkness that was in the sky. The heaven, and begin to breech the heavens, towards the entrance that was in complete heaven torn open. As this heaven, towards the entrance that immediately lowered into the open sky, it became bigger and larger to the extent that I was now able to see all its features. Upon reaching the well-lit threshold to the sky, that Golden Clock of GOD was immediately lowered into the open sky in such a way that its hanging hook still held onto heaven. It was then that out of sheer curiosity my eyes not only caught the face of that Clock, but also noticed the positions of the hour and minute hands. That became the point at which I was instantaneously thrown into shock and panic when I realized that this mighty Golden Clock in the sky, as a matter of fact presented one minute to midnight. In other words, this heavenly Clock had ticked its way into 11:59pm. That is the moment when the LORD placed a heightened sense of panic in my heart in order to hasten and quicken my understanding to the fact that time had really run out. The midnight hour had drawn nigh and there was nothing much I could do to stop it from striking the zero hour. As this went on, my eye was then able to pick up the second hand, and notice its haste to achieve the midnight hour. The way in which the second hand was racing, is what particularly threw me into a panic in that vision. That was the instant at which the LORD now made me know that when it strikes midnight, the Messiah comes. Panic gripped my heart even as I watched helplessly at this racing Clock. What is specifically most incredible about this vision, is the fact that the more the second hand raced towards achieving that midnight threshold, the more I felt totally helpless to mitigate on anything. If there was anything that can indeed underscore the saying that ‘time waits for no man’, then this was it. However, I was very well aware that at the stroke
of midnight, the earth would have to take an ‘eternal blow’ whose impact no man may ever be able to assess in this lifetime. I knew that the event this Clock announces would be irretrievable and irreversible once it occurred. Now, that is again what threw me in another episode of panic as I realized that the earth was not yet ready to receive their REDEEMER.

THE WRITING ACROSS THE SKY
THE MORE THE CLOCK OF GOD continued to tick closer and closer to the midnight hour, the more it took away my breath for I knew that this time around the earth would have to pay the price of her heedlessness. However, when it reached the point at which the second hand was set to complete its circuit and strike the midnight hour, I was shocked another level as the humongous Clock of GOD suddenly converted into an enormous writing across the sky. The writings of GOD that I saw across the sky appeared more like a rubber-stamp that had been used to place an indelible seal onto GOD's sky. The inscriptions that beheld the writings of GOD across the sky, ran in two semi-circles that simulated the exact margins of the Golden Clock I had seen in the sky. In other words, the Golden Clock with all its dimensions, converted into the writings of GOD across the sky. The writings across the sky were made of golden letters that indeed revealed the extreme beauty, majesty and royal affluence of the Kingdom of GOD. When the opportunity availed for me to read the heavenly writings that the LORD had posted across the sky, this is what the semi circle of large letters read:

JESUS OF NAZARETH was written right above IS COMING. Just like the star that the Magi followed representing a distant company of angels in their pursuit of the LORD, so is the Clock in the sky a spiritual embodiment of the heavenly host that is meant to navigate the church in a timely fashion into the Kingdom of GOD. By lowering this mighty heavenly Clock into the sky on that May 3rd, 2007, the LORD prolifically displayed HIS fulsome disposition of love to the church. This is more so because the bible clearly asserts that the day of the wedding of the LAMB would be a secretive day in which the LORD will come for the church like a thief. That means no notice would be given to warn her of THE LORD’S impending descent for the church (Rev 16:15). GOD ALMIGHTY HIMSELF has again and again presented a clear position of heaven, regarding this much anticipated rapture of the church. In heaven, it is known that not even the SON OF MAN nor the angels are aware of the calendar events as they relate to the date, day and time of the wedding of the LAMB OF GOD (Matt 24:36). The Word of GOD regarding the coming reign of the Messiah remains firm, fully established in heaven and on earth across all generations to come. This day must be realized in heaven and on earth because it is the very reason for which Christ the Messiah went to the Cross to travail for humanity (1Thess 4:16-17). The oracles that define that day of rapture, often have not failed to lay caution on the secrecy with which it will materialize, and the need to always maintain a vigilant preparedness. But how much love, that GOD ALMIGHTY in heaven, the One and Only that knows the day of the wedding of the Lamb, can now blatantly reveal a little glimpse of the hidden mysteries of HIS heavenly calendar through this vision of the midnight clock. This secrecy is what makes the May 3rd, 2007 vision one of those most favourable of all in the endtime calendar of YAHWEH. May 3rd, 2007, essentially changed the order and gave a new meaning to the scripture in the book of Amos chapter 3 verses 7.

Surely the Sovereign LORD does nothing without revealing his plan to his servants the prophets (Amos 3:7) ■

AMSTERDAM, THE NETHERLANDS / 2013

THE MAN OF GOD
THE MIGHTY PROPHET cautioned the church in the Netherlands to prepare the church because THE MESSIAH IS COMING and they should turn away from homosexuality, nudity among women in church, false gospel of prosperity, false prophets, false apostles that has destroyed the church in Holland.

MIGHTY PASTORS' CONFERENCE
The Bible clearly states that nobody knows the day or the hour when the Messiah would come for the church. Thus, it is important to outline here right from the onset that when the Lord presented the golden 11:59pm clock in the sky, it was a spiritual clock whose time is spiritual. And even if it is impossible to translate the spiritual time in heaven into time on the earth, the message that the Lord intended to relay to the church however still stands loud and clear.

Jehovah the God of heaven is sending forth a message that time is over and there is a great need for the church of Christ to adjust her life in tandem with this requirement.

The Day and Hour Unknown

36 “But about that day or hour no one knows, not even the angels in heaven, nor the Son, but only the Father (Matt 24:36).

Nonetheless, this does not preclude us from discussing the underlying message that the Lord is conveying to the Christian fraternity on this day.

(i) First and foremost, it is always common knowledge even by our earthly standards, that whenever it is one minute to midnight, then the reality on the ground implies that the old day is gone and behold the new day has come. Even by the standards of this physical realm, whenever people approach the new day (in the evenings), they always pay attention to what garments they plan to wear the next day. Many times people take their clothes for dry cleaning, and prepare in earnest on what they plan to wear the next day. And the Lord is using this to say that most important of all is the import that arises from this. If mankind can be such diligent and concerned about what they will wear the next day which is merely a 24-hour cycle, how much more they should then be seriously concerned and engaged in what they intend to wear for the new spiritual day which lasts forever and ever. God Almighty is using this tremendous visitation to encourage mankind, and especially the church to invest more into her eternity. In other words, it is a profitable thing to do when one takes time to invest in the righteousness of the Lord which lasts forever and ever.

The Day is Near

11 And do this, understanding the present time. The hour has already come for you to wake up from your slumber, because our salvation is nearer now
than when we first believed. 

Let us behave decently, as in the daytime, not in carousing and drunkenness, not in sexual immorality and debauchery, not in dissension and jealousy. 

Rather, clothe yourselves with the LORD Jesus Christ, and do not think about how to gratify the desires of the flesh (Rom 13:11-14).

(ii) Secondly, we are all well aware that only GOD THE FATHER knows the day and hour of Christ's return. In that case then, this is a direct conversation between GOD THE FATHER HIMSELF and the church of Christ. Having said that then, it is important to underscore that the desire for an earnest reformation in the church, has never ceased to sit outside the realm of the bible, the Holy Spirit is today using this type of vision to re-centre the word of GOD in the life of the present-day christian. That is why this shocking vision of the midnight clock becomes a means of not only expressing GOD's tender disposition towards the church, but also HIS way of delivering great concern over the believer's spiritual ineptitude this late in the day. On this occasion too when the LORD presented that golden midnight clock, the revelation it is intended to mission, can only be found in the written word of GOD. Only through a judicious exploration of scriptures that address the midnight hour, can it be possible to understand the message that this vision of the golden clock loudly trumpets unto the four winds of the earth. One such instance is when the LORD OF HOSTS highlighted the midnight hour, in His dialogue with Israel regarding their deliverance from that awful Egyptian slavery. Once more, this vision of the 11:59pm clock brings the church to a unique place at which she can again learn a thing or two, from those virtuous tenets that the LORD laid upon Israel in her hour of greatest humiliation. The church too, today suffers a great humiliation from her cruel slave master called satan.

THE LETTER FROM GOSHEN

When Israel was in Egyptian slavery, the cruelty with which she was treated, caused her to suffer a most despicable desperation for freedom, and become not only very weary, but also totally disillusioned. The gross despair that consumed the Israelite community in Goshen grew worse by the day, because her Egyptian slave master reached a point of attempting to ruthlessly subdue them using extermination. The Egyptian authorities then decided to commit crimes against humanity when they ordered the killing of every boy child that was born in the Hebrew homestead. Things had never gotten this bad, and yet Joseph had long died and the new Pharaoh had no compassion whatsoever towards the Jews. When the Israelites saw that their defender was no more, and things were rapidly deteriorating, they were left with no other option but to cry out aloud to JEHOVAH their GOD. That is when their inconsolable cry for help reached the LORD GOD in heaven, and HE decided by HIS incontestable counsel that HE would deliver Israel from that humiliating abuse. However, to do so, GOD ALMIGHTY needed a messenger who would roll out HIS deliverance program on the ground. It is then that HE deemed it fit to send them Moses the Prophet. When the hour for their deliverance had drawn
closer, the GOD OF ISRAEL Spoke to them about the midnight hour at which HE would HIMSELF come down and put in place specific spiritual instruments that would realize that deliverance. In order to facilitate the roll-out of HIS deliverance program, GOD MOST HIGH put in place certain key benchmarks that Israel needed to observe, so as to draw the maximum from HIS divine intervention. The first standard that the LORD laid out, was that this deliverance be carried out at the midnight hour. That being the case, heaven explicated unto the Israelites what the midnight deliverance would entail. Describing it as a lift-off under the Eagle wings, the LORD went ahead to counsel Israel on the need to prepare for the midnight hour. As a result, the LORD sent Moses to command Israel to urgently put in place certain protocols for their midnight deliverance. Central among the procedures the LORD commanded Israel to observe, was the need to have in place three important elements; a lamb without blemish, bread without yeast and bitter herbs. These three elements that the LORD required of Israel in order to benchmark their deliverance, are the most critical for a midnight sacrifice. It is this preparation for the midnight hour that the present-day church of Christ ought to borrow from, in her own preparation for that dreadful hour of truth and reckoning. As the midnight hour drew closer, the LORD asked Israel to secure a lamb without defect, and sacrifice it before HIM. That was solely intended for the purposes of Israel obtaining the requisite perfect blood without blemish. What particularly towered high in this benchmarking of the preparations, is the fact that the midnight sacrifice requires nothing less than the perfect blood of the perfect lamb without blemish. It is a perfect sacrifice! The entire house of Jacob in Goshen was then commanded to take the perfect blood of the perfect lamb without defect, and sprinkle it on the frames of the door posts to the houses in which they dwelt. As the midnight hour approached, whatever assignment the Israelites were commanded to perform, such an undertaking had to be realized with their cloaks tucked in, their sandals on their feet, and the staff in one hand, in a posture of readiness for flight. The fact that every aspect of this midnight preparation constituted a commanded from GOD, is what particularly underscores the obligatory nature of GOD's requirement for the midnight worship. This should send out warning bells to today's church in so far as her present-day liberalized and complacent worship is concerned. As we can see, these things were not debatable, and neither were they optional! On the contrary, if the church earnestly yearns for a genuine deliverance from the evil of this hour, then she would have to tow the line, like Israel did to achieve her historic salvation. The LORD OF HOSTS had promised that the long awaited deliverance of Israel from Goshen would not materialize until the midnight hour beheld. The communities in Goshen were required to ensure that their dwellings were awash with the perfect blood of the perfect lamb without defect, as a sign that they had complied with the benchmark of the midnight worship.
As the LORD passed over Egypt, the blood would then be the sign of not only compliance, but also a righteous readiness for the midnight hour. On that day when the midnight hour rang, the fearful judgment of the LORD struck Egypt in a manner never witnessed before (Exodus 12:1-51).

THE CHURCH

It is quite disturbing that a clear parallel can today be drawn between the worship in the present-day church and the Egyptian enslavement that Israel underwent. Like Israel, the church is today also living in a land of spiritual slavery to sin. While Israel in her most humiliating servitude may be hailed for putting up a sterling performance in fully obeying the command of GOD for her deliverance, one however cannot say the same about today’s church at this equally shameful hour. In her pursuit for a decent living, the present-day church has flouted all rules perceivable for the midnight worship. The cruel Egyptian idol gods that menaced Israel while she was doing time in that incarceration, have all resurfaced to imperil the church in equal measure at this last hour. The nasty regimen that sin has imposed upon today’s church of Christ, is just as abusive as were the Egyptian slave masters upon Israel. While the Egyptian slave masters were heartless enough to deny the Israelites even the slightest opportunity to worship the GOD OF JACOB their Father, today’s lifestyle of sin that the church has inherited from the world, is not any better. We are living to witness a perfect repeat of the same in the current church. It is indeed unfortunate that satan has today lived up to his sick promise of bringing to a total stoppage the original worship with which the church’s heritage was created. Just like the house of Jacob was created to worship the GOD OF JACOB, so was the church of Christ inaugurated to worship Christ the LORD. It is this worship of Christ, that the adversary has today been able to pervert, and hence by extension obliterate. It must however be said here that, because Christ Jesus is holy, there is no amount of human effort, be it by design or default, that can compensate for GOD’s holy requirements at worship. Thus, all the human machination, and entertainment programs that the present-day church has incorporated into her daily worship, indeed all amount to nothing before the LORD. It is very sad to see how the enemy is today busy lording upon your average day worshipper, all manner of sanctions that she must first fulfil, in order to access any kind of reprieve whatsoever! Majority of the churches today have Pastors who are demanding certain payments for the faithfultos access any prayer, be it for deliverance or baptism or even ridiculous enough, salvation! Moreover, it is most disheartening to observe that the church world over has adopted the practice of believers thinking that only when they pay certain amounts of money, can they access the sacred anointing of the Holy Spirit! Such misconception has thrived from the lack of knowledge of the word, and ignorance of the sheep on GOD’s position on anointing. Such has been the burden of slavery to sin that the present-day church has undergone in this spiritual land of Egyptian captivity.

A MIRACLE OF CREATION: SHOCK AS THE LORD CREATES NEW EYEBALLS IN TOTALLY EMPTY EYE SOCKETS

KAKAMEGA MEGA REVIVAL - JANUARY 1, 2014 / James Sabuni, the Assistant Chief of Nyamira County became totally blind for close to a year after a chronic bout of Diabetes and High Blood pressure. But the LORD healed and restored his eyesight and he was now able to see very clearly and even follow the MIGHTY PROPHET OF THE LORD wherever HE went.

MIRACLE OF CREATION: 14 years old Chepkonga has been attending Kabartonjo School of the Blind, but as she was listening to the testimonies, the LORD performed a shocking Miracle of Creation when HE opened her totally blind Eyes and created new eyeballs in totally empty eye sockets and stunningly she began to see and even walked on her own to her seat. HALLELUHIA TO THE LAMB!
bitter grief to sin

Sometimes four hundred years of brutal slavery can have devastating consequences and literally disorient a community from certain key fundamentals that their forefathers held dear to the lineage. However, for Israel, what particularly comes out as most striking in this Goshen narrative, is the fact that they seemed to be well aware of the Lord’s deliverance of the Jews in Goshen, the Holy Spirit is exploiting this to unsheathe forth the sharp sword with which to slay the giant of sin that has caused so much slavery in the present-day church. The pain the church is going through is nothing different from the agony that Jesus Himself faced when He performed His public ministry on this earth. The Lord dwelt in eternal light as One with God, but His life on this earth had to be spent in solitude and suffering that He may show us the way. Therefore, just as the Hebrew people expressed an unrelenting grief towards the sin that was being committed towards them in Egypt, so does the Lord expect the present-day church to equally resent the malpractice that sin has imposed on her life. When Israel wept, groaned, grieved and cried out aloud unto the Lord, Yahweh was faithful enough to hear their cry from His Throneroom in heaven and launch a rescue mission. How about today’s church? How come the present-day Christian has not grieved, groaned, wailed, wept, and cried out aloud unto the Lord, in protest to the manner in which sin has plunged the entire body of Christ into the most despicable servitude of our time. In other words, the Lord is today making use of the 11:59 pm clock that He lowered from heaven into the sky, to impress upon the church the urgency to assume a posture of grief over the state of sin in the House. Like Israel at her moment of greatest distress, the present-day church must also endeavour to bear a burden of grief and woe in order to manifest a sorrow of wailing to the Sinless One, for her deliverance to realize at this hour. It is this wailing that will catch the attention of God Most High as a testimony of her dissatisfaction with the sinful status quo in the House. The sinful status quo that has today become routine to the Christian lifestyle, is none other than that perilous worldliness which prevails in the heart of the present-day believer. The Holy Spirit is right now asking the church to come out and make her position against sin vividly clear by wailing out unto the Lord because of the state of worldliness that has entrenched in the church at this last hour. The body of Christ is being exhorted to do this owing to the present time, for the hour has now come to wake her up from the slumber that has for so long given leeway to bad seed to be sown in her heart. It is very disturbing that over the course of time the church has slept sound, while the adversary planted as much bad seed that incorporated homosexuality, immoral dressings, immoral movies, love of money, etc, within the vineyard of the Lord. The night is nearly over and the day of deliverance has drawn nigh thereby requiring the believer’s steadfastness on righteousness. A life of righteousness will always cause any Christian believer who is serious about heaven to bitterly grieve against sin. In any case, a life in holiness often acts as an active testimony against the sinful world. In other words, by lowering the 11:59 pm clock into the sky, the Lord was essentially asking the church to strive to put aside all the deeds of darkness and embrace His armour of light that befits this hour (Rom 13:11-12).

INCHIEON, SOUTH KOREA CONFERENCE

Dispensation Of The Blood

As the midnight hour drew closer, Israel’s clock ticked its way towards the most awaited deliverance of Jehovah. The
four hundred years of bitter slavery were now beginning to wind down in the most spectacular way ever! It was now becoming evident that in life's pathway, the righteous must always bear the burden of strife, while the truth must always prevail over falsehood. At the time of their deliverance, Israel was totally oblivious of the great sacrifice heaven had laid down for their ransom. Everything done under the instruction of Moses, went on purely on the basis of a total obedience unto the LORD. When the LORD commanded that Israel take a perfect lamb without blemish for her evening sacrifice, little did she know that heaven beheld this figuratively to symbolize the perfect LAMB OF HEAVEN that GOD had laid down for the deliverance of humanity. The Perfect Lamb of Heaven who was offered during the laying of the foundation of the earth, is not only that ANCIENT ONE OF JACOB, but also as a matter of fact, the First Born of heaven Whose life was paid for ransom. By covering their Goshen homes with the blood of the lamb without defect, there would now not be any need for the Israelites to lose their first borns upon the advent of GOD's wrath in Egypt. The ransom had been paid! Therefore, the blood of the lamb that the Israelites offered for the midnight hour in Goshen, was essentially to symbolize that atoning BLOOD of Jesus that had already vindicated them from wrath, as GOD's elect.

2 He is the atoning sacrifice for our sins, and not only for ours but also for the sins of the whole world (1John 2:2).

For the church too, Jesus of Nazareth is the Perfect Lamb of GOD without defect that was offered on the Altar of the Cross for her ransom. The blood of the lamb without defect that the Hebrew people were required to smear upon their homes, is hereby overtaken by the Perfect BLOOD of the Perfect Lamb of GOD Who was sacrificed on the Cross. And as the church finds herself at this critical moment right before the midnight hour, all expectation have it that she too ought to right now have been fully covered and laid awash with the Perfect BLOOD of Jesus. For that matter, the LORD today indeed expects the entire body of Christ to heed the 11:59pm warning, and cover their hearts with the BLOOD of Jesus, our perfect Passover Lamb of GOD (1Cor 5:7). As it was during the time Jesus walked the earth, of the vast throng that gather in the House of the LORD, few discern this heavenly vision. And yet the solemnity of its divine role in preparing the church for rapture verily depends on the assembly of GOD's people. The congregation of the LORD has to be the beholder of this novel vision. This vision of the midnight hour draws its importance from the fact that atonement for sin is the central dogma at the very heart of Christianity.

As a result, there is no better time at which the gospel of the BLOOD that this vision crusades, has ever been most needed in the church, than now when purity has been replaced with vileness. And because atonement by the BLOOD of Jesus essentially represents reconciliation, then it can be well said that today’s church still stands a chance of entry into rapture, however fallen.

11 Not only is this so, but we also boast in God through our LORD Jesus Christ, through whom we have now received reconciliation (Rom 5:11)

This vision of the midnight clock is what essentially purposes to return the church to the most anticipated realm of the Cross and the BLOOD, when a full restoration of the christian lifestyle would actualize. Apostasy and decay have gone their full course in the House of the LORD, thereby rendering the believer ineffective in evangelizing the lost souls of this world. THE LORD Jesus was slain on the Cross at Calvary that today’s church may have access to HIS BLOOD right now, when she most needs deliverance. In this regard then, as I closely examined this astounding vision, I outrightly noticed that the down-turned face of this clock was as a matter of fact so glorious as men had never seen. And this is what particularly conveys a sombre warning on the need for the present-day church to realize that even the BLOOD of Jesus...
that this golden clock is beckoning humanity to, is of glorious stature. In that regard, no amount of post-modernism can justify the abuse of this glorious grace. Furthermore, every defiling sin, ruinous discord, and sullying lust, that have ever transgressed the holy BLOOD of Jesus, essentially become a torture in the face of this glorious vision. Just as the Israelites were commanded to cover their homes with the blood of the lamb without defect as a midnight hour NECESSITY, so does the LORD employ this midnight clock to DULY INSTRUCT the present-day church that, as her spiritual clock ticks away towards midnight, she too is obliged to be totally bathed by the remarkable BLOOD of Jesus. If only today’s church could well comprehend that atonement of the kind availed by the BLOOD of Jesus, essentially implies making amends. Moreover, it is even more sobering to acknowledge that outside the jurisdiction of the BLOOD of Jesus, there is assuredly no repentance, and hence no forgiveness of sins.

In fact, the law requires that nearly everything be cleansed with blood, and without the shedding of blood there is no forgiveness (Heb 9:22).

On that material day of rapture, when the midnight hour strikes, the LORD HIMSELF will descend in HIS Majestic Glory to beam the earth in pursuit of those believers whose hearts are spiritually covered by the perfect BLOOD of Jesus. In that way, as the King of Glory exerts the theme of HIS Majestic Justice upon the face of the earth, HE will then be able to passover the holy elect whose souls have been purged clean by the powerful BLOOD of the Lamb. Coming with a glory as strong as the sun, that will be the day in which the LORD will exalt the BLOOD of the LAMB that has so much been neglected by this present-day church. By so doing, the righteous church will be triumphantly recompensed into the safety of heaven, through the glorious rapture.

For the life of a creature is in the blood, and I have given it to you to make atonement for yourselves on the altar; it is the blood that makes atonement for one’s life (Lev 17:11).

As Israel left Egypt in the Eagle’s Wings, she slowly but gradually advanced into the mighty Presence of the LORD. Even though previously unknown to her, the Glory of GOD descended unto her in order to train her into a holy form of worship. There, she was coached into a lifestyle that was squarely centred around worship. If this experience of Israel was meant to prefigure just what the church would undergo at the midnight hour, then indeed invaluable lesson is that the day of rapture is the day of worship. Nevertheless, we are reminded here of the tempest and mayhem of GOD’s judgment that consumed Egypt following the departure of the Israelites. Here too, immediately following the departure of the holy elect, the judgement of the LORD will establish upon the face of the earth. In stark contrast though, the raptured church will literally sit at the reserved dinner table in the wedding feast of the Lamb. These words constitute a warning that is being dispensed to today’s christian fraternity on the gravity of preparing righteously.

IS TODAY’S CHURCH REALLY COVERED

The message of the midnight hour appears to have been deliberately purposed by the LORD to ask the church some serious questions regarding whether or not she is covered by the BLOOD. However, why would the Living GOD ask the church of Christ to cover herself with the BLOOD of Jesus, the Perfect Passover Lamb? It would appear as though the LORD has been on a long expedition to scrutinize the church of Christ, and HE came to the conclusion that in her conduct and worship, the present-day church of Christ does not emulate an entity that is covered by the BLOOD of Jesus. While one would have probably wondered how a church that has received Jesus could find herself in this situation at which her spiritual portfolio is highly questionable; the LORD is however justified to ask. The reason the LORD has every cause to question whether the church is indeed covered by the BLOOD of Jesus or not, is because whenever one is covered by the BLOOD of Jesus, it underscores certain basic fundamentals in their lives. A failure therefore to portray these basic fundamentals in ones life, can only imply that they are as a matter of fact not covered at all by the...
wonder working BLOOD of Jesus. This is regardless of whether they be in church or not. When GOD Almighty decided to offer Jesus on the Altar of the Cross, HE intended that such a sacrifice of the King of Glory would surpass that of the BLOOD of animals. While the BLOOD of animals was being offered on every Yom Kippur, the BLOOD of Jesus was intended to bring a closure to this annual perpetual sacrificing of animals, by atoning for the sins of men eternal. For that matter, there is no other acceptable sacrifice that GOD THE FATHER receives today, except the BLOOD of Jesus thereby making the BLOOD of Jesus the ULTIMATE SACRIFICE. It is this BLOOD of Jesus that also wields the ULTIMATE POWER. This also invariably means that once the church has received this final sacrifice, she cannot abuse it because there is no other to compensate for losses. What the LORD is saying here is that whenever one receives the washing by the BLOOD of Jesus, it comes with the Highest Power possible for deliverance from sin. And that can only imply that once the BLOOD of Jesus has touched a person, it brings with it the ULTIMATE POWER OF GOD to transform their lives from a child of darkness to a child of light, from a child of the world to a child of the Kingdom; from a slave to sin, to a servant of righteousness, and on and on and on. Therefore, there is no way in which one can be washed by the BLOOD of Jesus and remain undelivered. Having said that, when one examines the current condition of the church, one finds that they appear to have received Jesus and remained virtually undelivered. This is the reason why the LORD is compelled to question whether the present-day church is indeed covered by the BLOOD of Jesus! An absurd scenario is currently ongoing in the House of the LORD, whereby when one examines the identities of the Christians, then one finds that they have remained literally unaltered in the House. A disturbing similarity appears to have cropped up between the identity of the inhabitants of the House of the LORD, and that of the outside world. The raw sin of the world is what one today finds lingering in the congregation year on end. With homosexuality now literally accepted in the church, one then wonders where exactly the rains started beating us from! The same love of money that the world craves for, is the same gospel of prosperity that today’s church clamours for! The worldly blatant love of money has simply been re-baptized and given another name called the gospel of prosperity. With the immoral dressing of women in the church, witchcraft in
the congregation, false prophets and false apostles in place, the LORD is indeed justified to question whether the church of Christ is at all covered by the BLOOD of Jesus.

4 It is impossible for those who have once been enlightened, who have tasted the heavenly gift, who have shared in the Holy Spirit, 5 who have tasted the goodness of the word of God and the powers of the coming age 6 and who have fallen away, to be brought back to repentance. To their loss they are crucifying the Son of God all over again and subjecting him to public disgrace (Heb 4:4-6).

This is the warning that the Clock of GOD is sounding on the pathetic picture painted above regarding the fall in the present-day church. The LORD is literally using the golden 11:59pm clock to sound a warning that there is no abuse of the grace that will be tolerated because the Messiah will never go back to the Cross. Moreover, this 11:59pm clock announces that when the midnight hour strikes, the Messiah will come as a King with many Crowns, in His Majestic Glory, to take the church and not to preach in our by-aways and go back to the Cross (Heb 10:26-31; 2Pet 2:19-22). Hence for the LORD to have gone ahead and asked the church of Christ as to whether she really is covered by the BLOOD of Jesus, HE must have looked at the church and discovered that when she received Christ Jesus as LORD and Saviour, her identity remained virtually unchanged. No wonder today’s body of Christ has largely retained the putrefied identity of the world. A life of holiness is the only yardstick that the LORD uses to estimate whether the church is indeed covered by the BLOOD of Jesus.

THE MIGHTY MESSAGE OF THE RETURN TO THE CROSS AND THE BLOOD AT CALVARY. And to the priesthood, the LORD is principally asserting that behold the hour has come to preach nothing else other than the perfect precious BLOOD of Jesus. The LORD is therefore not only admonishing the priesthood of the fall of this day, but also earnestly urging them to stop covering the sheep with the prosperity of this world, but with BLOOD of Jesus that sprinkled the Hebrew homes in Goshen for their deliverance. Only in this way, will they transition into spiritual beings whose walk is in tandem with the Holy Spirit of GOD, and the spiritual calendar in heaven, for the wedding of the Lamb. The BLOOD of Jesus is the only identity marker that heaven will be looking up to when the Clock of GOD hits midnight and the LORD descends down from heaven with a loud command and the voice of the archangel (1Thess 4:16-18). Therefore, when the LORD lowered the 11:59pm Golden Clock in the sky on that material day of May 3rd, 2007, HE practically trumpeted out the message of THE BLOOD! THE BLOOD! THE BLOOD! THE PERFECT BLOOD OF THE LAMB!
The atoning blood

The mighty May 3rd, 2007 vision of the 11:59 pm clock of God that was lowered from heaven into the sky, has continued to play a central role in stirring up a great awakening within the body of Christ. Through this vision, The Lord relayed to the church a great disposition of love by not only presenting this clock in the sky, but also instantly giving its revelation thereof. When the clock turned into a humongous writing across the sky, that was the revelation and message the Lord intended to minister to the church of Christ. Like He did with Daniel the Prophet, so has He done now by giving this vision and its interpretation at the same time. However, while the elucidation of the vision of the clock may seem obvious in the Writings of God that said, ‘Jesus of Nazareth is coming’, the deeper revelation of its accompanying details nonetheless requires a multifaceted unveiling of biblical scripture in order to fully underscore what the Lord is instructing. There is much more than meets the eye, that the church needs to excavate from this monumental visitation of our time. Key among the messages this vision of the midnight clock dispatches across the face of the earth, is the need for the present-day church to appreciate that the day of reckoning has come closer, thereby demanding of her to undertake a careful audit of the quality of salvation she beholds. This becomes the blatant demand that the present-day Christians recognize the role of the Blood of Jesus in their salvation. It is a grim reminder of the importance the Lord places on the Old Rugged Cross, and especially as relates to the role it ought to play in the purification of the hearts of the present-day complacent Christians. Complacency has today compromised the integrity of salvation to the extent that the modern-day believer almost fails to appreciate the ancient works of the Calvary Cross. However, by indirectly pointing the church to the powerful Blood of Jesus, this midnight clock essentially brings into discussion the relevance of the Old Rugged Calvary Cross in the life of...
today’s modern church. In that way, this visitation is emphasizing the need for the present-day church of Christ to return to the original basics of the Calvary salvation. Thus, this midnight clock has brought back to the centre stage the need to shun today’s horizontal gospel of prosperity, and to instead champion the atoning works that Christ earned for the church, at Calvary. It is a vision that is stressing the fact that, in all her weaknesses and sin, GOD ALMIGHTY has as a matter of fact not cast the church away as worthless, from HIS agenda! This vision of the midnight clock serves as a classic demonstration that the LORD still endeavours to embrace an awakening in the church. Because atonement for sin essentially describes how the human being can be reconciled with GOD, then, what this golden midnight clock is doing in the church at this hour, is indeed humongous. It is a message that has fundamentally brought to the fore the significance of the present-day church embracing the forgiveness and pardoning of sin that the death and resurrection of Christ achieved for her at Calvary. In this way, GOD ALMIGHTY is vigorously employing the ticking of this midnight clock, to upgrade the conversation in the present-day church, by rekindling her memory onto the wonderful work of reconciliation that the LORD Jesus laid down between GOD and man. In that assignment, the Christ literally paid it all with HIS own dear life, in order to open up an avenue for fallen man, the church inclusive, to return to holiness again.

... and the LORD hath laid on him the iniquity of us all (Isaiah 53:6).

By sin, the church was cut off from her eternal destiny, and alienated from communion with the Holy GOD of heaven, and yet by the atoning work of the grace, she now has a second chance of being reconnected back to the heavenly sphere of GOD, through repentance. The present-day church needs to know this in order to commence a rigorous process of reformation. This is the way the vision of the midnight clock is once more utilizing its emphasis on the BLOOD to flag high the need for the present-day apostate church to strive for reconciliation with the LORD. It is a conflict that has arisen from the sinful lifestyle that the present-day body of Christ has tolerated in her walk. Moreover, because the core of Christ’s mission on the Cross was to create a positive moral change in the life of fallen man, then we can clearly see that the LORD is using this vision of the clock to re-anchor the church back to that original unadulterated holy salvation of the Cross, in order to achieve righteousness in the House. This, our LORD Jesus accomplished through HIS death and glorious resurrection.

For Christ also hath once suffered for sin, the just for the unjust that he might bring us to GOD, being put to death in the flesh, and quickened by the Spirit (1Pet 3:18 KJV)

Furthermore, this midnight clock is also meant to remind us of the ransom that Jesus of Nazareth paid to liberate mankind from the slavery of sin and satan. This is how Christ’s own life was laid down by GOD THE FATHER as a ransom sacrifice for rescuing man. In so doing, this vision of the midnight clock has essentially reawakened the role of the victory that the LORD Jesus scored for us over satan, and that such a role consisted of swapping the life of the perfect Lamb of GOD for the lives of the imperfect men. In this case then, the Clock of GOD is reminding the church that Jesus Christ defeated satan in a bruising spiritual battle that freed the enslaved mankind thereby...
defeating the captor. It is a sombre reminder of the high cost and price that Christ Jesus paid for the church's salvation. In this way, the LORD is using this vision to warn the present-day church that she cannot in any way continue abusing the grace owing to the high ransom paid.

Just as the Son of Man did not come to be serve but to give his life as a ransom (Matt 20:28)

Furthermore, this vision of the midnight clock is also trumpeting for the Messiah by reminding today's complacent church of the great debt that she owes GOD MOST HIGH. When GOD created man, HE did so in HIS own honourable image and likeness. However, when man fell at the garden of Eden, it became a great dishonour unto the image of GOD. But that GOD may be able to forgive such an insult as was commissioned in the garden, HE required a perfect lamb without defect in order to atone for that heinous abuse. Because mankind essentially disgraced GOD at the garden of Eden, such an insult became so injurious to the Image of GOD, thereby subjecting HIS Name to contempt. Now, because GOD ALMIGHTY must stick to HIS word, the wages of sin had to still remain death. It is this scenario that caused mankind to owe GOD and be indebted to HIM since in that fallen form man deserved death. However, because of the weakness of mankind and his inability to please GOD, heaven required a perfect sacrifice that would satisfy HIS perfect law of atonement.

Then the LORD God said to the woman, “What is this you have done?” The woman said, “The serpent deceived me, and I ate.” (Gen 3:13)

Therefore, through this vision of the midnight clock and the centralization of the BLOOD of Jesus that it highlights, GOD ALMIGHTY is now reminding the church of how HE decided to pay a heavy price by releasing Jesus being both GOD and Man, to be HIS perfect Sacrifice. In this way, the 11:59 pm clock of GOD was meant to stir up the fact that, Jesus gave HIMSELF to GOD THE FATHER as a ransom for humanity.

Moreover, by drawing attention to the BLOOD, this vision of the midnight clock has continued to highlight unto the church that sin is an affront to GOD's honour and therefore constitute the breaking of GOD's moral law of purity. For that matter, the wages of sin being death, then this conversation by the LORD essentially unveils sinful man as being the subject of GOD's wrath, with the essence of Christ Jesus as HIS saving redeemer. The LORD is bringing to reality the fact that the present-day church should never ever forget the heavy price that Christ JESUS the Messiah HIMSELF paid for her to vindicate her from GOD's judgment. This Christ did by being the curse in place of her.

Christ hath redeemed us from the curse of the law, being made a curse for us: for it is written cursed is every one that hangeth on a tree (Gal 3:13).

Additionally, this vision of the 11:59 pm clock greatly underscores that allowing the LORD Jesus to receive the punishment that was meant for the church, GOD ALMIGHTY is awakening this generation on just how far HE is willing to go, in order to uphold HIS law of moral order. By this, the LORD is seriously cautioning the present-day sinful church that HE has to fulfil HIS Exerting Law in order to uphold righteousness. Likewise, we see that the LORD has indeed exploited this novel vision of the clock to remind the present-day apostate church, that salvation is not possible except through the BLOOD of Christ Jesus as HIS ransomed sacrifice. And that there is no way the church can be reconciled back to GOD in her current compromised state, unless she repents of her immorality and lies, through Christ Jesus. Only a GENUINE REPENTANCE from decay will permit today's worldly Christians to return to the original salvation of the Old Rugged Cross. Only this holy salvation constitutes the genuine free gift that GOD blessed humanity with. The LORD
... is hereby stressing that no amount of human effort as is today being witnessed in the church, can redeem anyone into the glorious Kingdom of GOD. No amount of human greatness can redeem a soul! However, the redemption of the church into the glorious Kingdom of GOD will only come from the observance of obedience to Christ and repentance that HIS BLOOD symbolizes. That the Cross is indeed the only way through which the present-day church can enter into eternity is undeniable. The LORD is therefore making it very clear that only through the BLOOD can man enter the rapture.

This clock of GOD that was lowered into the sky on that May 3rd, 2007 indeed reminds the church that this is the long awaited dispensation of the BLOOD, when the gospel of the Cross would have to be re-established back into the church. Only then would the believer be able to chase away and purge off the menacing decay that has consumed the present-day church. Such decay has crept into the House of the LORD through the gospel of prosperity that has not championed holiness year on end. Just as did the Lamb without defect redeem the Israelites from Egypt, so will only the POWER of the original Calvary gospel of the Cross redeem the present-day church from sin.

BREAD WITHOUT YEAST

Bread has always had a special place in the Jewish tradition to the extent that every Jewish holiday is often associated with its own kind of special bread. It is for that reason that the LORD Jesus Spoke to them in terms of bread.

50 This is the bread which cometh down from heaven, that a man may eat thereof, and not die. (John 6:50).

This affection to bread that the Hebrew expressed, is a long enduring tradition that persisted on even when they were still in Egyptian servitude. Among the commands the LORD had given Moses regarding the midnight hour, bread without yeast was a must. Apart from being durable, bread without yeast is considered consecrated and holy. While bread with yeast may be quite tasty, bread without yeast on the contrary normally tastes flat or simply has no taste. However, since this was a command from the LORD on their deliverance that night, Israel had to eat bread without yeast when the midnight hour was about to strike (Exodus 12:8). The message that emanates from this is what might help the present-day church regain her bearing towards the Kingdom of GOD. It is known that yeast in the spiritual context symbolizes all manner of defilement that causes mankind to drift away from the will of the LORD.

7 Get rid of the old yeast, so that you may be a new unleavened batch—as you really are. For Christ, our Passover lamb, has been sacrificed (1Cor5:7).

Todate, the Hebrew people were required clean out all the yeast and breadcrumbs from their houses prior to the Feast of Passover. The church too, today finds herself in that same place at which she is awaiting the arrival of the midnight hour for her deliverance. And the LORD is requiring of the church that she cleans out all the yeast from her life. Having been already sanctified by the BLOOD that Jesus shed on the Cross, the LORD is hereby warning the church from cross-contaminating herself with sin at this eleventh hour. Yeast represents sin and all manner of defilement that has today bedevilled the christian faith. Moreover, most of the present-day Pastors have opted to sweetening the word with yeast that it may be palatable unto their congregations. The LORD however is asserting here again and again, that the true bread without yeast is the uncompromised word of GOD. Only the uncompromised word of GOD upholds the power to deliverance in the church. This particular midnight bread without yeast is our LORD Jesus who is the uncompromised True Word of GOD, that the church must now eat to enter into the wedding supper of the Lamb.

Bread with yeast is known to be highly perishable as it attracts lots of fungal infections and infestations. And this being the case, GOD ALMIGHTY is today exhorting the church to establish bread without yeast as her main spiritual diet for this hour.

The Bitter Herbs

During all the years of her stay in Egypt, Israel faced a bitter rejection that was symbolized by the cruelty meted towards them. Such rejection attained its peak when the decree was made by the King of Egypt for all the...
male babies to be killed. It is this *bitter rejection* that the LORD never wanted Israel to forget whenever she entered the Promised Land flowing with milk and honey. This is the reason why the LORD commanded Moses to instruct the Israelites to eat *bitter herbs* on the day of their exit from Egypt and on any further observance of the feast of Passover. However, for the church of Christ this rings an important message home, because the modern-day church has moulded herself as one that is totally intolerant to the slightest *distress or pain*. Today's believer cannot stand rejection or trial. Because of this, one finds a lot of psychologists and therapists in church, instead of a total reliance on the able hands of the Holy Spirit. Owing to all this, the LORD is encouraging the church today to accept that walking a holy lifestyle in this day and age inevitably attracts animosity from this dark world. This is because a holy christian lifestyle today essentially testifies against the sin of this world. And there is no way this *dark* world can take it lying down! That is why the LORD is Saying that, just as Israel ate the *bitter herbs* right before the *midnight hour* struck, so is the present-day body of Christ expected to undergo a *bitter rejection* from this dark world at this hour. The LORD is basically Saying that the world ought to *reject* the church at this hour owing to the state of evil that has engulfed the nations.

The Midnight Oil
The journey of the christian walk though long, can be a joyful one when the purpose is clearly well defined. The remnant church of Christ that defines this resolve well, will often adhere together in the love of Christ and the unity of faith. When the LORD Jesus walked the earth and performed HIS public ministry here, HE too Spoke about the *midnight hour*. And though spoken in parable, HE directly attributed the narrative on the *midnight hour* to the day of the glorious return of the Messiah at *rapture*. In that parable recorded in the book of Matthew the 25th chapter, the LORD Jesus likened HIS coming to ten virgins who stepped out to await the arrival of the Bridegroom. This parable of the LORD highlights the dangers of *slumber* in the church at this last hour, since the adversary takes advantage of that and sows *bad seed* within the wheat. Just like the ten virgins who waited a long time and fell asleep, so has today's church fallen asleep in this waiting schedule. It’s no wonder the enemy has openly sown such bad seed of *sexual immorality*, the *gospel of prosperity*, and blatant *sin* in the House. The most important message that the 11:59pm clock in heaven sends to the church is that time is over, and hence the need to observe a *wise preparedness*. The two
groups of virgins, wise and foolish, were distinguishable only so far as the jar of oil is concerned. It is this oil that separates GOD's elect from the worldly church. When the LORD hinted that only the wise virgins with oil would make it into the Kingdom of GOD, that became the most fearful prophecy. The reason the wise church enters the rapture is because of the jar of oil she beholds. And this jar of oil essentially represents the reservoir of the flow of the anointing of the Holy Spirit. This in other words becomes the most important indicator yet, that the vision of the midnight clock essentially alludes to the commencement of the dispensation of the Holy Spirit. The LORD is saying here that only the Holy Spirit has the mandate to prepare a glorious bride of Christ and present her on that day.

**Third seal broken**

This communiqué of the 11:59pm clock becomes even deeper because it touches on the scroll of GOD in heaven. When the Lamb opened the third seal of the scroll of GOD in heaven, we clearly see that there is the release of the black horse together with its rider. Upon the release of this black horse, the GODHEAD is heard instructing on two major prophecies. The first being the command for the rider of the black horse to safeguard the oil and wine, while the second is to destroy those who are barely surviving on a quart of wheat for a day's wages. This was a major prophecy that the LORD GOD was releasing to the effect that when this last hour would dawn, two types of churches would appear.

The first type being the oil and wine church which figuratively represents the church that is throbbing with the revival of the Holy Ghost. This is the affluent church which operates on plenty and surplus of revelation of the word and miracles plus signs and wonders. The second kind of church that the LORD GOD prophesied in that utterance is the church in desolation, that even lacks revelation on the word. This second kind of church is not visited by the Holy Spirit and is mostly in falsehood and decay. The oil and wine church is hereby represented by the five wise virgin that Jesus spoke about for this hour, while the one quart of wheat for a day's wages is the embodiment of the foolish virgins. This can only imply that the vision of the 11:59pm golden clock that JEHOVAH lowered from heaven, fundamentally spoke a very profound message of the fear of the LORD that would be required at this last hour. The oil that the wise virgins carry in jars is the same oil that GOD THE FATHER commands the angel who rides on the black horse to safeguard. That oil is the one that is responsible for bringing wisdom into the rapture church. We must also remember that Daniel the Prophet equally saw the two churches that would appear at this hour when he wrote his oracles and documented in chapter 12.

3 And when he had opened the third seal, I heard the third beast say, Come and see. And I beheld, and lo a black horse; and he that sat on him had a pair of balances in his hand.

4 And I heard a voice in the midst of the four beasts say, A measure of wheat for a penny, and three measures of barley for a penny; and see thou hurt not the oil and the wine (Rev 6:5-6).

Daniel the Prophet saw that there would be two types of churches, one being the church that is raptured into eternal life, while the other is the church that languishes in hell. Within the group that is raptured, Daniel saw two subgroups namely, those who are wise and lead many into righteousness as the stars for ever and ever (Dan 12:2-3).
LORD. Both the wise and the righteous church are the beholders of the Holy Spirit at this most critical hour towards rapture. The bible puts it plainly that behold it is the fear of the LORD that is wisdom (Job 28:28). Therefore, if there is any message to take home emanating from this profound vision of the elegant golden clock of GOD, then it is one that announces the dispensation of the Holy Spirit in the church. Just as the Holy Spirit led Jesus from the garden of Gethsemane to the Cross, so shall it lead the recipients at this hour unto the Cross in order to crucify their flesh, and birth out a spiritual church that is worthy of the Kingdom of GOD. In describing the flow of the anointing of the Holy Spirit and the supremacy HE would wield in the church at this hour, GOD ALMIGHTY placed no limit to HIS dominion. While the first rain may have brought tremendous exploits into the body of Christ, the latter rain however was forecast to bring an even greater avalanche of visitation into the House of the LORD.

1 Afterward he brought me again unto the door of the house; and, behold, waters issued out from under the threshold of the house eastward: for the forefront of the house stood toward the east, and the waters came down from under from the right side of the house, at the south side of the altar. 2 Then brought he me out of the way of the gate northward, and led me about the way without unto the utter gate by the way that looketh eastward; and, behold, there ran out waters on the right side. 3 And when the man that had the line in his hand went forth eastward, he measured a thousand cubits, and he brought me through the waters; the waters were to the ankles. 4 Again he measured a thousand, and brought me through the waters; the waters were to the knees. Again he measured a thousand, and brought me through; the waters were to the loins. 5 Afterward he measured a thousand; and it was a river that I could not pass over: for the waters were risen, waters to swim in, a river that could not be passed over. 6 And he said unto me, Son of man, hast thou seen this? Then he brought me, and caused me to return to the brink of the river (Ez 47:1-6).

It is therefore very heartbreaking to see that the present-day church of Christ has not even risen to the first anointing at Pentecost, let alone aspiring for the latter authoritative visitation. The foregoing description that Ezekiel the Prophet saw, definitely portends to a dispensation of open heaven when the life-giving Spirit of the LORD would flow without limit into the House. And with the Spirit of the LORD in the reigns of power, falsehood would definitely have been wiped out. This is because the central theme of the visitation of the Holy Spirit is always the establishment of the truth in the church. In other words then, the LORD is pronouncing that this is the dispensation of the truth. Only the truth can set the present-day church free.
CONCLUSION ON THE CLOCK OF GOD

The Preparer

THE SCOPE AND DESIGN of the golden clock that GOD lowered into the sky on May 3rd, 2007, seems to have been principally calculated to return the nations from their sin back to their Saviour Who comes at the midnight hour. This golden clock therefore, ministers the doctrine of the midnight hour and how a people can be prepared unto the LORD. Its presentation in the sky at this hour appears to have been set out as a preliminary measure in the divine plan of GOD, to pave the way for the glorious coming of the Messiah. And by announcing that the midnight hour has drawn nigh, this vision of the golden clock essentially establishes the voice that crieth out, "PREPARE YE THE WAY OF THE LORD. PREPARE IN THE WILDERNESS PLACES A HIGHWAY FOR JEHOVAH" (Isaiah 40:3). This is what has greatly advanced the ministry of this clock to become part of the preparatory work that GOD THE FATHER has now rolled out for the glorious coming of the Christ. By pronouncing the nearness of the midnight hour, this vision of the golden clock is what has principally brought back life again unto THAT OLD biblical scripture of Isaiah with a greater importance. So much time has tarried with the church awaiting in great anticipation for such a time as this when there would be some vivid evidence in the direction of the coming of the Messiah. And by pointing the nations of the earth to the Old Rugged Cross and the BLOOD of Jesus, the ministry of this clock has not only become prominent, but also stood out in stark contrast from your modern day superficial gospel of prosperity. It is as though this ministration by the golden clock is directing today’s post-modern world back to the original salvation of the Old BLOOD-stained Calvary Cross. It is an old message that is pointing the church to the creed of true repentance as the only way to restore today’s fallen and compromised Christianity. In this way, this golden clock in the sky appears to have been deliberately designed to direct the universe towards the raiment of ‘camel hair’, girdled by a huge old leather belt, and dieted on locust plus wild honey. In highlighting the Old Rugged Cross, this ministry of the midnight hour has become reminiscent of the adornment of the original pure gospel of repentance. It is a missive that has stunned the present-day church because it has come with such an infallible truth of GOD, and at a time when the hearts of the believers are seriously yearning for a new move of GOD. In the way the LORD positioned that clock at the entrance to heaven, one would not fail to catch that its mission is essentially that of a ‘PREPARER’. That location at the entrance to heaven also greatly instructs the believers that only through the midnight event it proclaims, should they enter eternity. This golden clock of heaven therefore enjoys the lofty place of having to prepare the entire universe, all the
nations inclusive, for the glorious coming of the Messiah. The central theme that this clock ministers unto the nations of the earth, is a dogma that underscores the need for the Christian believers to begin the process of smearing the door frames of their Christians hearts with the perfect BLOOD of Jesus. In that way, this clock has become a heavenly host that points the nations to the Cross of Jesus, and a PREPARER of what is about to befall the earth. In so doing, this clock of GOD is vigorously drawing the attention of men to that genuine old biblical Calvary REPENTANCE of the BLOOD, and solemnly testifying concerning Jesus of Nazareth. It is a timely host that is boldly witnessing upon the coming of the glorious Kingdom of the Messiah, and the requirements on its citizenry. By warning the nations to prepare, this humongous golden clock in the sky, has become a faithful witness that is testifying a sombre caution on the coming judgment that will consume those who fail to heed its warning, and fall short of the benchmark for the midnight hour. This manner of ministration is absolutely essential because it constitutes the loud screaming of these novel words; “ behold the Lamb of GOD cometh”. And in asserting its message around the Old Rugged Cross and the wonder working BLOOD, this golden clock has hence become the excellent witness to the nature of the Christ. In other words, this golden clock is saying that however glamorous, costly, treasured, purified, and affluent it may be, it is still remains totally unworthy to carry or loosen the sandals of HE THAT IS COMING – the Messiah. By so doing, this massive glamorous clock that the LORD placed at the gates of heaven, is attesting to the immeasurable stature of the Messiah. For a post-modern world like ours that loves treasures, this becomes a wake-up call to the fact that no amount of human treasure can cause the hearts of men to ignore the coming of the Messiah. By pointing the post-modern nations of this day to the Old Rugged Cross and the BLOOD thereof, the ministry of this golden clock is as a matter of fact dispensing a glorious gospel that defines the Messiah in HIS proper place, as the LAMB OF GOD. This clock is literally using this to highlight to the nations that Jesus Christ is the Passover Lamb of GOD Who takes away their sins (John1:29). For a world that is defeated by sin, there could not have been a better Counsel than to point them to such a MIGHTY REDEEMER. It is as though the ministration of this massive 11:59pm clock comes out of the dire consequences of sin and iniquity that the world has suffered, and now comes to point them to their Saviour. Therefore, in pronouncing the coming Messiah as the Lamb of GOD, this ministry of the golden clock has essentially affirmed to all nations, the universality of the Messiah as their only Saviour. In that vision, the LORD opened heaven and placed The golden clock at the entrance, thereby ministering this clock not only to the earth, but also to the other planets of the universe too. This golden clock therefore, does not announce to a particular nation, but to the entire earth and other planets, that the midnight hour upon which the Messiah comes, has drawn very near. In declaring the need for the nations to return to the Old Rugged Cross and the BLOOD, this massive golden clock is essentially announcing the dispensation of REPENTANCE upon the entire face of the earth. And considering the kind of ancient GENUINE REPENTANCE revival this clock is echoing, this clock is essentially administering that for the forgiveness of sin to be perfected in a soul, the baptism of immersion, must wash the faithful who confess sin. Bearing in mind that this is a spiritual clock pronouncing a spiritual hour, then it can only be plausible to underline here that this clock also announces the hour of the Holy Spirit in the church. In a world that is totally consumed by moral corruption, it is no doubt that this clock is lamenting the same moral decay that has made serious inroads into not only into the church, but also deep into the hearts of the believers. Hence, in counselling the nations that
the hour of the BLOOD to be smeared on their door frames has arrived, this ministration is raising forth the fact that the church has in essence offended GOD with her sinful lifestyle. What a manner in which this heavenly host is calling the nations to purge sin off their hearts, and embrace reformation in their salvation. It can eloquently be said that this golden clock that comes as a PREPARER of the midnight hour, is eventually demanding the fruit of repentance from the church. A central doctrine of this nature is what testifies through this clock on the need for a deeper inner conviction of the church through REPENTANCE. The fruit of righteousness that this 11:59pm vision demands from the hearts of men, is essentially meant to signal the outward expression of their inward cleansing and renewal. This ministry of the clock has however not forgotten to warn those who do not comply to its clarion call of REPENTANCE, that the axe of HE that cometh is already at the foot of the tree. While this ministration may be announcing the nearness of the hour of hope, it however also presents a painful sharp edge for cutting.

10 The axe is already at the root of the trees, and every tree that does not produce good fruit will be cut down and thrown into the fire (Matt 3:10).

This golden clock of GOD in the sky is seriously preaching the gospel of washing with water unto those who repent and convert, and the baptism with fire when the Holy Spirit conquers their souls. It has hence become an announcement to the nations, that REPENTANCE is required at this hour so as to establish GOD’s moral order. It is the ministry of remission of sin. Moreover, the LORD is still using this heavenly host to crusade forth that from the repentance of the Cross, the baptism of water remains supreme law. The LORD is also using this mighty vision to affirm that the effect of GENUINE REPENTANCE must now be seen in the life of the church, that she may win forth souls. Because the Calvary Cross is known for crushing the loftiness of men, then the LORD is essentially employing this message to bring down the pride of men and to bring them under the subjection of Christ. Thus, by announcing that the midnight hour is near, the LORD is essentially levelling the souls of men and removing all forms of hindrances that were in the way of Christ. This mission of the golden clock arises from the fact that the present-day church has essentially become a corrupted lot that is guilty of sin. Yet there is no better generation to awaken from slumber than this generation which is so hateful of GOD to the extent that open rebellion is the order of the day. Heathenism, atheism, and homosexuality have established in this generation. For that matter, the ministry of this clock is also dispensing a serious warning, that when the midnight hour strikes, there will be no fleeing from the coming wrath. But by REPENTANCE and the changing of her ways, the present-day compromised church can still be salvaged into the Kingdom of GOD come that day. This ministry of 11:59pm is indeed a ministry and a half. This is because it is sending out clear chills down the spine of the present-day elect of GOD too. It is an in-house message which says that if the present-day believers are not holy both in heart and life, their superficial profession of salvation and communion with GOD, will on that day come crumbling down in the public. The LORD has hence loved the church this much with this vision of the clock and ascertained unto the nations that obedience unto the Cross is better than sacrifice. And that the church is still the priestly royal bride for whom heaven can marshal such an expensive humongous golden clock in the sky.